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picture of you in action, your interests
think about image layers to include logo
integrate layout with profile picture
check sizing on all formats e.g. phone

right dimensions 400x400
file name using keywords
easy to identify you on the photo e.g. not 2 people!

if you don’t change it, it will default to job title
120 characters 
include keywords and your USP
it is one of the most important fields for LinkedIn’s search algorithm

3-5 sentences written in 1st person
include your years of experience, area of expertise, your skills
include what most known for professionally
iinclude contact details and images

SEO your profile

Claim your personalised URL

Add a cover photo

Check your profile picture

 Optimise your headline

Optimise your summary
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establish rapport
engage
share useful content
after trust is built, then take the conversation offline
don’t just connect and do nothing!

Connections (1st degree, 2nd degree, 3rd degree)
Location
Current companies
Past companies
Industries
Profile language
School
Services

Do not connect and pitch!

Advanced Search
1st-degree connections see your content
2nd-degree connections, can sendInMail to make them 1st-degree 
3rd-degree are people who are connected to 2nd-degree, can connect if enabled

Filter using advanced search:

Your connections can choose whether to reveal their connections in their settings so
when searching you may not see all

Do not send more than 250 connection requests/messages a day
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Long stories, shorter ask for business, social proof
Include images and videos (captions on videos for silent viewing)

Canva.com – LinkedIn templates
Lumen5.com – uses AI to generate video
LinkedIn Live – you can pre-record

Right content at the right time
People read LinkedIn like the daily newspaper

Uses advanced algorithm to find prospects aligned with your offer
Sales insights ensure best information as a decision maker
Relationship building tools, allows you to lead build and move toward                   
 goal of making a sale
Advanced search to target prospects

Powerful content
Various types of post

Useful content tools

Automate content

LinkedIn Sales Navigator
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Share
Follow Company
Company Profile
Member Profile
Jobs and Job Titles You Might Be Interested In

Your branding
Finding right people
How you build relationships
Engagement insights – likes, comments

Add LinkedIn plugins on your website e.g.

Search engines like people linking to your content and talking about you

Social selling 
Go to: https://www.linkedin.com/sales/ssi

Shows a measure of your social selling skills 0-100 against your peers

Measures:

If you spend just 15 mins a day on LinkedIn, it can boost engagement significantly

Plan, do, review!


